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M    RNING BULLS & BEARS

President Joe Biden spent for two hours with 10 moderate Republicans Monday discussing different aid proposals, 
with the Democrats pushing a $1.9-trillion package while the moderate Republicans released a $618-billion plan. 
Biden’s $1.9 trillion stimulus plan would include direct payments of $1,400 to individuals, aid to state and local 
governments, an expansion of tax credits for children and an extension of federal jobless benefits. The moderate 
GOP proposal would pare back the direct payments to $1,000 a person and make them accessible to fewer families 
by capping eligibility at $50,000 of annual income per person. An estimated 29 million people would lose out on 
stimulus payments under the GOP plan. It would also cut out significant aid to state and local governments and 
reduce the duration of emergency unemployment benefits until the end of June, compared with September under 
Biden’s plan, which many Democrats will object to. Like Biden’s plan, it includes $160 billion for new spending to 
enhance U.S. Covid testing capabilities and speed up the vaccine rollout. More compromise is needed, but 
Republicans may not be prepared to go any higher.

China’s top diplomat warned the U.S. not to cross a “red line,” in an attempt to steer a bilateral relationship toward 
areas of cooperation as Biden signals continuity with the previous administration on sensitive issues including 
Hong Kong and Xinjiang. Yang Jiechi today Beijing time emphasized the potential for a healthy U.S./China 
relationship on public health, trade and climate, echoing recent language from leader Xi Jinping. But he left limited 
room for negotiation on issues such as human rights, the coronavirus response and what he called U.S. interference 
in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Tibet and Xinjiang, saying “they constitute a red line which must not be crossed.” The 
comments come after U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken described the Chinese government’s repression of 
more than 1 million Muslim Uighurs detained in Xinjiang province as “genocide,” adopting the same term as the 
Trump administration.

Tuesday, February 2, 2021

Upcoming Reports
EIA Report –Wednesday, 9:30 am
USDA Export Sales – Thursday, 7:30 am
Commitments of Traders –Friday, 2:30 pm

Indices and Futures
Index Last Change
Dow Fut 30,364 +0.83%
S&P Fut 3,799 +0.90%
Nasdaq Fut 13,353 +0.88%
Nikkei 28,360 +0.21%
FTSE100 6,460 +0.62%
DAX 13,756 +0.95%
Shanghai 5,501 +1.54%

Macro News

T-Storm Weather Summary: Central and northern Brazil turn stormy from late-week forward (initially as a strong cool front triggers heavy t-storms within Thu.-
Sun., and then as t-storms linger in some fashion next week as it dissipates). Conversely, much of Argentina will be dry over the next 10 days as areas of high 
pressure dominate, leaving southern areas drier than ideal, and with unclear rain chances to follow as low humidities remain a potential limiting factor for 
organized rains. Southern Brazil and Paraguay will be between driest and wettest weather with some more t-storms over the next few days and 7 to 10 days later. In 
the central U.S., intense cold focuses on and adjacent MN Sun.-Mon., potentially inducing some wheat winterkill in the Dakotas where snowpack lacks; rivers ice 
over. 

China’s historic 5.85 MMT in U.S. corn buys last week have dominated traders’ attention, allowing record-setting soybean export sales for 2021-22 to fly under 
the market’s radar, points out Reuters Reporter Karen Braun. As of Jan. 21, the U.S. had sold 3.613 MMT of soybeans for 2021-22 delivery, with 37% of that tally 
going to China and another 50% to unknown. That tops the 2014 record of roughly 3.4 MMT sold at this point in the season. Last year at this time, just 306,265 
MT of beans had been sold for the next marketing year.

Brazilian soybean exports for the month of January came in at just under 50,000 mt for the month of January, according to official export data released late 
Monday.That is the lowest export volume since January 2014 when just over 30,000 mt left Brazilian ports, and compares with 1.49 million mt exported in 
January last year. The data comes at a time when the country’s 2021/22 bean harvest has been delayed and is now standing at a 10-year low, stalling deliveries of 
fresh beans to ports. In terms of corn, exports for the month hit 2.55 million mt, up from 2.29 million mt in the same month last year and down from 4.05 million 
mt in December. Many in the market will be anxious about the key export safrinha crop, with planting now severely delayed in key states such as Mato Grosso.

The weekly export corn inspections, released mid-session yesterday, were in line with expectations at 43.5 million bushels.  Cumulative inspections for the year 
now total 782 million bushels, up 54% from last year’s pace.  We need to ship 40 million bushels a week for the rest of the year to achieve the current USDA export 
estimate of 2.550 billion bushels.  For soybeans, export inspections were in line with expectations at 65.9 million bushels. Cumulative inspections for the year now 
total 1.736 billion bushels, up 77% from last year’s pace. We only need to ship 13.7 million bushels a week for the rest of the year to achieve the current USDA 
export estimate of 2.23 billion bushels. 

Attempts to regulate rampant domestic prices in the Russian wheat market has led the country's government to the brink of imposing a new export duty and 
quota in a measure that has only added to the inflationary pressures dogging global markets. With many of the new measures expected to be in place until the end 
of the marketing year on June 30, the government has already stated that there will be another round of measures that will likely span the new marketing year in a 
move that has brought further uncertainty. Currently, the country will impose a 17.5 million mt grain export quota through to the end of June, with everything 
exported up to that volume subject to a €25/mt duty from February 15, rising to €50/mt from March 1 through to June 30. Anything exported over and above 
the 17.5 million mt quota is expected to be taxed at an even higher rate of no less than €100/mt and potentially up to 50% of the customs value.

So far this marketing year, the European Union has shipped 14.99 MMT of soft wheat, well under the 18.02 MMT it had cleared at this point last year, reports the 
European Commission. But since Jan. 1, its data only includes the 27 remaining members of the EU. Before that, it also included Britain. The bloc’s corn exports 
stand at 9.66 MMT (versus 13.30 MMT last year) and its barley exports total 3.92 MMT (versus 4.55 MMT last year).

Retail sites for silver have been overwhelmed with demand for bars and coins, suggesting the frenzy that roiled commodities markets last week is spilling over into 
physical assets. Dealers including Money Metals, SD Bullion, JM Bullion and Apmex said over the weekend they were unable to process orders until Asian markets 
opened because of unprecedented demand. Buying continued on Monday, and spot silver and futures jumped to breach $30 an ounce. Silver tumbled more than 
5% after surging to an eight-year high in pre-market trading.

Private exporters reported to the U.S. Department of Agriculture export sales of 115,000 metric tons of corn for delivery to Mexico during the 2020/2021 
marketing year. 
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